
 

      Experience our Wellness Sanctuary

Escape to our Sanctuary by the sea; filled with 
all kinds of wellness; salty sea breezes, 
oceanic views and acoustics, inspiring 
conscious cuisine, luxuriously serene 
accommodation, relaxing yoga,       
meditation, holistic massage                   
and an opportunity                                                    
to transform. 

24 - 26 April                Friday 3/4pm - Sunday 12pm
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Luxury accommodation complete with uninterrupted ocean views from your bedroom 
   Mindful yoga sessions ranging 
        from relaxing yin to revitalizing light Vinyasa - suitable for all levels 
            Sound meditation and other journeys  
               Time to relax and enjoy the Villa, read or tan by the pool  
                    and soak up the tranquil space -  
                        An experience of a lifetime while indulging in self care,  
                            relaxation and the world class beaches on our doorstep. 
                               The most exquisite whole food plant based cuisine 
                                    Holistic Full Body Massage to restore and reboot 

‘ The perfect gift at the perfect time, this retreat was one of 
beauty and fluidity. With a rare exuberance that goes great 
with her eyes, Christi bent things to fit us at every turn.  

The yoga was all juice, no push. The sound journey, with its 
bowls and chimes and gongs, facilitated an inner attunement 
more valuable than any outer attainment. The food was made 
with an intention as pure as it tasted. There was cabernet 
courage and there were hearts in hands as we leant in, 
listened up and reminded each other of the fact that 
everything matters, and nothing is important. ‘ 

- Editor of the Wellness Magazine 

I N C L U S I O N S





 

                                        M O R N I N G 
                                       Morning Yoga       
                     Sexy Sattvic Breakfast            
                              Ocean Therapy 
              

S A M P L E  D A Y

                                        AFTERNOON  
                            Healing Yogic Lunch       
                          Full Body Massage 
Time to get lost in the Villa & Relax 
                          Afternoon Yoga 

                                                  EVENING  
                     Guided Meditation Journey 
                            Conscious Cocktails  
                                 Fusion Dinner 
          White robes and slippers 



 

M E E T  Y O U R  H O S T S

Wellness Co-ordinator at the Villa,  
CHRISTI WASSERMAN and her business  
HELLO HAPPIEST are fast becoming known for 
curated Holistic Holidays, retreats, Sunset Yoga 
and Yoga Brunch events as well as corporate 
getaways.  

All aimed at creating upliftment through wellness, 
luxury, gastronomy and balance. 

26 SUNSET VILLA  is an architectural gem 
complete with six identical sea facing suites  
in the pristine suburb of Llandudno on the 
world-famous Atlantic Seaboard.   

With an expert, hands-on team well-versed in 
pampering guests beyond global standards, 26 
SUNSET VILLA is the ideal starting point for the 
ultimate transformational travel affair.



VISIT US
www.26sunsetvilla.com

ENQUIRE NOW
      christi@hellohappiest.com
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R A T E S 

Suite for two people sharing | R4500 per person   
Ideal for two friends, couples, family sharing a room with twin beds and en-suite open plan bathroom 

Suite for one person non sharing | R6000 per person  
Ideal for someone wishing to indulge in some tranquility and self care, with king bed and en-suite bathroom  

www.hellohappiest.com
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